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Corporate Pressure
Cooker
Naresh Kumar left Lentlz India In a huff to take
up a new assignment at Denver India. But
though the money was good, the new Job put
him under tremendous stress
This case study was first published in BW,
7July 1998.

ANDHYAKumar was alarmed. She
could hear the angry exchange
between her son and husband in
the adjoining room. Never before
had Naresh shouted at the boy. It
was Sunday morning - a time
when the two 'men' were usually
out playing cricket. But today they were
arguing over the boy's maths scores.
Sandhya was worried. Naresh was increasingly losing his temper over trivial
matters. He had lost the ability to enjoy
and laugh. This was not the man who had
led a team of 150 people at Lentiz India. This
was not the man who played shadow cricket
when he watched a match on TV. Sandhya's
mother, who was visiting, could not help but
notice the change in Naresh. "He was never like
this. What's the matter?" she asked. "Doesn't he
like his new job?"
Six months ago, Naresh had joined Denver India
after having quit as marketing head of Lentiz. The
shenanigans that preceded his resignation had taken a
lot out of both Naresh and Sandhya.
When Lentiz CEO Vrajesh Vardhan decided to take up a
senior position in the industry ministry, he had named Naresh as
his successor. ButVardhan's plan came a cropper when the government collapsed. However, Lentiz International decided to resurrect his career and find a suitable opening for him. Finally it was
decided that Jim Calhert, who headed the Singapore operations,
andVardhan would swap places.
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------------------------~~------------------------------But this move was not revealed to the others in the Indian office. Even Naresh had no
inkling of what the future held in store for
him. The day his successor Praful Prasanna
joined Lentiz. Naresh got a call from Lentiz
headquarters saying that Calhert was to head
the company's Indian operations.
Naresh was shattered. Then a dull anger
took over. He didn't expect this from Vardhan. Why hadn't Vardhan discussed the
dilemma with him before negotiating with
headquarters, wondered Naresh. But there
was little he could do. When he told her the
bad news, Sandhya was shattered too. "Why
don't you make a noise? How can you keep
quiet?" she asked.
"How can I be both a leader and a
rebel at the same time?" asked
Naresh. "What kind of image
would I project?Vardhan is still
the leader," he said.
"I think it shook him," recounted Sandhya
to her mother. "Vardhan was his hero. It was
he who groomed Naresh." While Sandhya
had raved and ranted about Vardhan's
selfishness, Naresh had said: "What is
right and what is wrong? In today's
corporate battlefield, people can
hurt anyone to get ahead. Corporate
life is not what it used to be. Survival requires tact; growth requires
strategy. Organisations are also
more demanding today than
they ever used to be, and they do
pay fabulous salaries and
perquisites to match that demand," Naresh had said.
Sandhyacouldseethatnow.
After Naresh took up his new
job with Denver, he had smothered her household with white
goods of every kind. All the furniture was new. Everything
looked so good and beautiful.
Surely it wasn't any different for
Vardhan who was moving to Singapore. But as Naresh observed: "It's a
trade off between values and value
for money."
But joining Denver wasn't an easy
decision for Naresh. The consumer electronics company was looking for a vicepresident (sales); it had recently acquired two
smaller Indian companies as part of its entry
strategy. Naresh was a little sceptical when he was
approached by a headhunting firm for the position.
He did not really want to go back to sales, although the
position offered was very senior, and Denver was much
larger than Lentiz. He also discovered that Denver had another
vice-president (sales) and there was a move to differentiate them
byregions.
Naresh was in a dilemma. Should he share centrestage with
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another vice-president? Should he go back to
sales? He had only one week to decide. If he
hesitated, the job offer would go. His doubts
vanished when the CEO of Denver, Ranbir
Nanda, called. "We are in the midst of reorganising our company. A year from now there
would be a new position - sales director for
all ofIndia. If you deliver, you could be in the
running for that position," he said.
Naresh took the job. The money was good,
the perks even better. Sandhya was delighted.
It was such a relief. They would have a place
to live, the kids could continue their schooling in Bangalore. Thank God for that, she felt.
Naresh was relieved too.
When Naresh joined Denver, he walked
straight into'! pricing meeting. It was unnerving. For one, he did not know the office layout
too well. Two, he came from a telecom firm,
where the pricing dynamics were very different from that of consumer electronics.
Over the next couple of days, the fabric of Denver unfolded
further. It had acquired a couple of component manufacturing
companies and medium-sized audio and video product manufacturers for long-term survival. While the smaller ones had been
integrated, the two larger ones - Sheela Tubes and Televisions
and Caparo Electronics - had remained external operations.
Within a month of these acquisitions, Denver had decided to
integrate the sales operations of all three companies. Both Caparo
and Sheela had vast sales teams, and the integration led to massive retrenchment, causing a lot of bitterness.
Even the few who had been retained nursed a deep resentment against the company for the way it treated their colleagues.
Many of them also contemplated leaving the company. It was an
opportune moment for seeking greener pastures, since several
global players had entered the country and were setting up their
own sales and distribution teams. Denver had not bargained for
this. Not only did many sales personnel leave to join the competitors, they also began to lure the others away.
Naresh discovered that Denver's original integration plan was
not based on a clear strategy. It was simply based on a reasoning
that the distribution outlets for TVs and audio products were almost identical. Consequently, it handed over the sales and distribution of audio products to Sheela.
But the Sheela team had no clue about audio products or the audio products market, Why, they didn't even know the outlets that sold
audio equipment. The Sheela team took the Denver audio products
to the TVoutlets which were not the best place to sell them.
At the same time, Denver had disbanded the audio sales operations at Caparo. The audio team was partly retrenched and the
rest absorbed in other parts ofthe company, so that Denver hardly
had a core audio sales team. But when audio sales began to drop
drastically and the penetration of video products remained
abysmal, Denver realised its mistake.
It was Denver vice-president (sales) Adesh Bari who recommended that the sales organisation be dismantled to rebuild the
audio sales unit. That was where Naresh came in. His brief was to
set up two distinct and effective sales and distribution teamsone for video products and the other for audio products.
It was like stepping into a maelstrom. Naresh could perceive
deep insecurity and simmering belligerence among the staff. The
trade was equally insecure. Nasty, anonymous phone calls kept
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----------------------------~~~----------------------hounding him. Naresh was pushed to the battlefront to grapple
with discontented employees and flustered dealers. From the outside, Denver presented a sleek sophistication and donned a brandname that signified trust globally. But it didn't seem so from inside.
Naresh's first few days were far from encouraging. He thought
he had left despair and chaos behind at Lentiz, only to confront
them again at Denver. To add to his woes, Denver even looked visibly untidy and unkempt. It had decided to take over Caparo and its
grubby office, but there was no administration manager in place
who could ensure that the office was renovated to reflect the status
of a Denver office. The solitary cleaner boy ran the same dirty cloth
over each of those chipped steel tables and chairs in two horizontal
and two vertical strokes, leaving horrific patterns of dust and grime.
Naresh put up some very colourful frames on his own office
wall, brought flowers from home and put them on his coffee table.
But the sight of the broken venetian blinds, which hung at a
jaunty angle on his windows, depressed him. From his window, he
could see the adjoining residential area. A typical sight at 9.00 in
the morning was clothes being hung out to dry, women leaning
over the railings to wave to their husbands leaving for work as
pressure cookers hissed angrily in the background. The smell of
dals and masalas at that hour of the morning always made him
feel sick. He turned his table around and sat with his back to the
scenes of domesticity. But the sun beat down on his back, sparking off a migraine that he had not known in the past 12 years.
Naresh's watch beeped. It was a 9:15 a.m. At Lentiz, this beep
marked the arrival of the first team of the day and time for a quick
market review.Typically, Naresh would stand at the table right outside his door, elbow perched on the divider above the table and talk
across the floor to his team. "Chai aa gayee, sher ab den se niklega ...
(The tea has come, the tiger will now come out of his den)," they
would whisper and Naresh would growl in a friendly manner.
He thought about all that now. For a fleeting moment he wished
he had not left Lentiz. At Lentiz too there were pressures, but handling them was far easier. For one, he had grown up in that culture; he
knew his resources, strengths and capabilities. He knew the expectations and how to manage them. In short, he knew his way around.
At Denver, while the company coped with its reorganisation
strategy, the focus on the trade had become blurred. The trade
was very annoyed with the way Denver was handling its sales and
distribution network. Nanda instituted severe measures to win
back the co-operation ofthe trade. But that could be done only
when the sales organisation plan was in place.
When Naresh looked at all the outlets, he saw that almost 80%
of them sold both audio and video products. It surprised him,
therefore, that Denver had sought to separate the two businesses.
He then suggested that the sales organisation be one for both
product categories and called for an integration. "We need to examine why the original integration did not work. I suspect it had
to do with the change and retrenchment. I do not think its failure
had anything to do with the essence of the plan," he said.
As a first step, he called for a focus on distribution integration.
"Let's increase the common outlets for both Sheela and Caparo
products to 80%, and then we will integrate the sales organisation," he suggested.
But Aadesh Bari, the other vice-president (sales), protested
against the move. Since he had recommended the dismantling of
the sales organisation, the debate dragged on for many days. Naresh
suggested a human resource intervention to facilitate the change,
which took eight days to get approval. Finally Nanda relented after
the human resource consultant explained the need for that change.
Naresh now had a stronger reason to make his plan work. He was
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warmed by Nanda's support for his strategy. After labouring for three
months, he managed to achieve the preferred levels of common
outlets. He then began work on building the sales organisation.
This was easier said than done. The sales team had barely forgotten the trauma of the retrenchment when it was faced with the
dismantling and integration of the sales organisation. At every
stage, the staff did not fail to remind him how the earlier decision
to dismantle the sales organisation was wrong. That he was not
party to the initial decision to dismantle the sales organisation
had no relevance. What was relevant was that he belonged to the
same group oftop management.
Naresh's entreaties didn't wash with the team. For every reason
he gave for why it would succeed, they gave him 10 reasons why it
wouldn't. "First they integrate, then they dismantle; now you say integrate again. They sacked so many people in the garb of integration. Are you going to sack some more now?" asked a sales officer
with a tinge of sarcasm.
Naresh reached home at 11:00 p.m. with a heavy head. He had
talked so much that day that he was completely exhausted. All he
wanted to do was to go to sleep. His wife watched him keenly.
"They don't understand me," said Naresh later. "Sometimes
they see me as a executioner, and this as a ploy to sack more people. Sometimes they feel I am experimenting," he said. "Everything will be alright," Sandhya said. That was when he exploded.
"What will be alright?" he asked. Then immediately he was apologetic. "Sorry, I just don't want to talk .:"
More talking was in store the next day. Naresh laboured over
the plans because he wanted to move very cautiously. But Nanda
was getting impatient. "Why is it taking so long? In the last twoand-a-half months you have created more systems than Andersen
had in 10 years," he said.
"It will take time. They need to buy into our strategy. You can't
thrust these things down people's throats," said Naresh.
"My God!" exclaimed Nanda, "What is it going to be next?
Freedom of choice? We have a product to sell, targets to deliver.
We are not writing a 'how to' book. It's been four months since you
came in and we are still struggling with the organisation plan."
"What I am trying to do is an integration of mindsets, Ranbir,'
said Naresh. "We have three different organisations operating on
this very floor, not to mention 10 different organisations in the top
management."
"Selling and strategy must work in tandem," offered Bari,
"Managing in today's environment requires much more than a
human approach. Till I have a proper organisation, how can I
sell?" he asked.
This was another impediment for Naresh. Nanda had his coterie of managers, including Bari, who were essentially the people
who had joined the company at the inception, and who had been
through the first few stages of integration. These were people who
had been involved in the start -up operations. Naresh realised that
they saw themselves as the true torch-bearers of Denver. Later,
these managers had moved into functions as specialists, but still
donned the mantle of caretakers of Denver.
Bari, in particular, watched every move initiated by Naresh
and promptly questioned it. "I don't know why he is placing so
and so in Pune. Ideally, X should be placed there, he has the right
fit," he would tell Nanda. "Someone was telling me that Naresh is
going to split the selling function, and create unique bodies for
systems management in selling. What is going on?" Naresh would
then have to go back and sell every move to Nanda, justify every
transaction. Needless to say, there was little objectivity in any of
the other recommendations of the top management.
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--------------------------~~~-------------------------------There were other problems too. Ifhe got the CEOto
agree to something, the team defied the plan. If the
team acceded to something, Nanda dug in his
heels. ''Atthis rate, I will never be able to do anything," thought Naresh.
Sandhya decided to lighten his mood by
calling over a few of his friends for dinner.
"They have not been to our new house. Besides, you need people to talk to," she said.
Naresh was unmoved. "What do I tell them?
That I am having a tough time?" he asked himself."That I am unable to cope with the pressures
at my newworkplace?Theywill say: 'he comes from
a protected environment like Lentiz where everything
comes on a platter. Here he is facing the music, he is not
used to working under pressure .... He shouldn't have left Lentiz in
such a rush ...everybody jumps at new offers for money. but see what
happens ...' I don't want any of that," thought Naresh.
Yetwhen his friends came over that evening, Naresh warmed up.
"How'swork?" they asked. "Great," he replied. "You look worn out,"
they insisted. "It'sthe weather," he lied, strained by their questioning.
The next day, as he drove to work, he was in a turmoil. Had he
done the right thing in joining Denver? Everyone seemed to say
that corporate life was getting tough. 'Tough' did not bother him.
He had worked harder at Lentiz. But at Lentiz, he knew the people,
knew the fabric he was working with. It was easier working with a
known entity, he thought. At Denver, he was coping with emotions
like the trade's bitterness and animosity, Nanda's indecisiveness
and the team's non-cooperation. Naresh suddenly realised that in
the six months he had been there, not once had he felt good.
The reorganisation was moving at a snail's pace. Every small
move he made was like a big battle won. Naresh was full of misgivings. "For whom am I doing this? My subordinates are not convinced this move is right, their subordinates are refusing to cooperate, my boss thinks I am soft, my peer thinks I am a lemon, my
boss's bosses in London say, 'do anything, but if it busts you are
out'." The trade was twisting his arm, the sales team was playing
'go slow', his own subordinates griped that nothing was working
right while Nanda lent his ear to gossip.
Sometimes Naresh felt that he was the only person who
worked like a donkey. Even he knew that wasn't true, but everyone
else appeared so composed. Or were they all, like him, wearing a
mask of outer composure? Why did I have to cope with this, he
wondered. But all he said was: "I am fine, everything is fine."
But he wasn't fine. He didn't sleep well, he didn't eat well, he
barely noticed life around him. Was this the new life he had bought
for a remuneration of Rs 40 lakh? The family had a good life, but
what did all those creature comforts do for his professional morale?
When he met Trishul Vangal, a former colleague from Lentiz,
at the airport, Vangal had said: "Youlook very well Naresh. Denver
seems to suit you." Naresh had laughed it off but in his mind the
unsaid words were: "Trishul, how can I ever tell you that I am exhausted? Nothing is moving and I am scared as hell. If this integration does not work, I "ViII be out. I am not okay. Trishul, but I can't
tell you that because you will go right back to the lunch room of
Lentiz and say: 'I met Naresh at the airport. He seems to be having
a bad time'."
Naresh made a sudden detour and drove to his school. He often did that when he felt disturbed. The huge Gothic structure
calmed him. He simply sat there in the breeze. He went up to the
tree he had planted when he was in class four. How huge it had
grown!Almost unwittingly, he was humming the school anthem:
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"Under the banner of our school, we vow fidelity ...."
A shadow fell over his shoulder. Naresh looked up and smiled.
It was his old sports teacher Borges. "Your tree stands tall and
strong like you," said the graying man. "It always makes me feel
stronger," said Naresh wistfully. "It stands for the good moments
of my life. It puts back a lot...."
Just then he saw his childhood friend Karthik Iyer approach.
"Came to pay your kid's fees?" he asked.
Naresh grinned. "No," he said, u just hanging around."
Iyer too had made a job change six months ago. He had left
Voltas to join Siemens. "I do not have the pressures of establishing
my company's image or equity," said Iyer. "That is already in
place. The trade relationships are in place. The brands are in
place. Of course, one is working hard to sustain our competitiveness. Let's say, the issues are different. The environment does not
threaten or test me. But yes, I do have to work harder than before.
That is what competition dictates." In fact, Iyer was actually enjoying his new job. "You know the challenges are real, not cosmetic as they are in the new entrants," he said.
Naresh smiled. He saw the difference. "Youcompany's strength
has already been proved. The period of trial was borne many years
ago. Which means all your efforts can be directed to enhancing
your professional excellence, not proving its existence," he said
with a laugh. "The mind knows no fear and the head is held high ...."
"What do you fear?" asked Iyer.
"What can I say?" asked Naresh tiredly. "How can I express my
fears? And to whom? At Lentiz, I was able to voice my anxieties. But
today, life has changed, hasn't it?The entire effort is geared to establishing the brand. At a personal level, it is geared to establishing my
ability to make that brand successful, even viable. Whereas in reality, the forces at play are all new and in the process of being established. Yet I carry the can for the brand's success in the market.
There is always the fear of failing. And failure goes down in corporate history in red. Haven't we read of Xleaving Kellogg's or Yleaving
Pepsi, or Coke, or Reebok? Corporate gossip brands them in red as
people who failed the company. But sitting here in the hot seat I can
see how grossly unfair that verdict is. The worst is that you try hard
to 'stick it out', because the cost of giving up is higher. They put
golden handcuffs on you, like a Rs l-crore house, or four Carrier airconditioners, or the two Cielos. It's not the fear of giving these up,
it's the pressure these things put on your existence. They simply
place you on a loftier pedestal in the corporate who's who gallery..."
Laterwhen they got up to leave, Iyer said: "Youcan do it, Naresh.
I know it in my heart. Just believe in yourself." Naresh heard his confident words as if from a distance. Working in a new organisation
was going to be a tightrope walk for a long time, he mused. Couldn't
it be easier, he wondered.
•
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------------ANALYSIS I: SURESH NARAYANAN

Stop Feeling Persecuted
Suresh Narayanan is executive vice-president (marketing and sales) with Nestle Thailand.

OTHING is permanent,
except
change," Herodotus
said that
many moons ago and Naresh Kumar is in the throes of managing it.
To begin with, Naresh is facing
such a cocktail of issues - both personal
and organisational - that there is a need to
recap the decisions he has taken and the
challenges that confront him.
Why did Naresh move? It seems that
change was thrust upon Naresh; he did not
. actively seek it. The reality is:
• He is overlooked for the CEO's chair at
Lentiz as a result of environmental issues.
• Also, his mentor Vrajesh Vardhan is
seeking his own future rather than handing the mantle to Naresh.
• Naresh's successor in Lentiz has arrived. Now there is no job for him, and the
company 'has gently squeezed' an exit decision from their star.
Stoicism and personal honour make
Naresh eat humble pie, and despite his
wife's entreatment that he should challenge the situation, he retreats and wants
to change over to the first available decent
opening in the industry. Let's see the challenges he now faces, which are both personal and organisational.

N

Personal Challenges
• Naresh has moved to Denver in haste
- 'the job offer would go and he had only a
week'. The personal challenge of uncertainty is up against him as this is virtually a
forced move.
• Better pay and perks at Denver, no disruption for the farnilywhich could continue
to stay in Bangalore, and a carrot thrown in
by Nanda - all-India sales director if all
goes well.The challenge is to personally perform, or as Naresh puts it: "...Ifthis integration does not work, I'll be out".
• He has shaken off the 'umbilical' bonding with Lentiz - this is a tough one for

Naresh who lived and breathed Lentiz. The
challenge is to stop making comparisons
between Lentiz and Denver at work.
• The challenge to manage peer pressure
and to show the world, especially his former colleagues at Lentiz (Trishul Vangal
included), that he is fine at Denver.
• The challenge to manage his anger and
frustration at work. The office is lousy, the
smell of masalas is nauseating and managing office politics - the doubting
Thomases like Bari and hostile employees
- is proving difficult. To top it all, he has
an impatient CEO in Ranbir Nanda who
hungers for tangible results.
• The challenge to get over an overpowering persecution complex in the face of
stiff opposition to his plans, be it as an 'executioner' or a naive 'experimenter'. He
sees his task as a Don Quixote battling the
windmills of managerial ineptitude.
On the organisational front, Denver is a
quagmire of challenges that are alien to
Naresh. These could be seen as business
and process related.

Business Challenges
• A hasty action to integrate the Sheela
and Caparo sales organisations that is fait
accompli, especially since the plan has
been poorly executed, with intense and
sometimes volatile backlash from the employees concerned.
• An atmosphere of hate, suspicion and
deception among the restructured Sheela
and Caparo employees, leading to cynicism and resistance to change. Poor or illcrafted communication,
and little or no
empathy have compounded the agony.
• An exodus to the competition, especially new start -up ventures, even from the
core of Denver's ranks.
• Finally an unenviable nightmare for any
seasoned sales and marketing person: dismembering core sales competencies by dis-

banding a sales organisation - the Caparo
team is disbanded and the Sheela guys don't
know audio sales. Facts and strategy are at
cross- purposes - a diktat to set up two distinct and effective sales and distribution
teams when outlet commonality is 80%.
Process Challenges
• Naresh is called upon to execute a
strategy he has not conceived in the first
place. His own 'buy in' is low and he in fact
questions Ban's rationale.
• He consistently faces the 'not invented
here' syndrome, especially when he challenges Bari's recommendation,
and falls
afoul of the 'pioneer coterie' within Denver.
• Naresh's mandate has not been fully integrated into the expectations of his CEO
Ranbir Nanda in terms of time and the
pace of change.
• Naresh has a scheming rival in Bari
who has the 'ear of the boss' and is piling
up evidence in terms of strategy and poor
results at Naresh's door.
While I am not prone to broad-spectrum prescriptions, Naresh really needs to
get a handle on his life and career if he is to
avoid the proverbial burnout. So let me
chat with Naresh as his friend and fellow
human being.

Personal Renewal
• Kartik summed it all up when he told
you: "Just believe in yourself". You have the
competence, attitude, an understanding
family and just one life. You have made a
change, and it is up to you to make it work.
• Stop behaving like a lonely crusader and
a terrible victim of circumstances. The people around you have had a bad time but that
does not mean that you let up. The team
makes things work, so rally a group of the
like-minded around your ideas.
• It's tempting and soothing to keep
comparing the past with the present, the
people, their quality, your networks and
your comfort levels. The faster you build
on the strengths of your new home and selectively discard your old baggage, the better you will feel.
• A start-up venture certainly poses a set
of challenges that are completely different
from those posed by an ongoing company.
Look at it this way: the changes you make
have your stamp of quality and will stand

• Make Aadesh Bari an ally - give his
wisdom and action credit and present the
ideas to him as a 'payoff' in terms of his results. It's a bit sad that you had to get HR
intervention to kick offthe sales integration debate.
• 'Test market' your concepts of change
in a geographic area of distribution, and
allow those who have participated to talk
about prospective outcomes. This way
your colleagues and subordinates will not

the test of time.

Overcoming Organisational Hurdles
• Without a 'buy in' of your ideas, change
is like a car without tyres - the horsepower
is under the bonnet, but the car does not
move. Instead, realistically assess the task,
the time and resources with Ranbir Nanda.
• Identify some of your subordinates
and superiors who understand your ideas
and take their help in 'seeding' the thought
process in the organisation.

see a 'hidden agenda' and you will be able
to make some difference.
• Finally, communicate
the 'tangible
benefits' of the reorganisation you have set
in motion - especially to the doubting
'mandarins' like Bari and the others who
will be compelled by the change to drop
their apprehensions.
Relax Naresh, there are far worse situations that can get to you - winning or losing is all in your head!
•

ANALYSIS II: MATANGI GOWRISHANKER

Caught In The Stress Net
Matangi Gowrishanker is director (human resources) for Holset Engineering's global business in the UK Holset
is a Cummins Group company.

ARESH'S musings are indeed the
anguish of many successful executives today. Golden handcuffs in
the form of huge compensation
packages where everything is
taken care of - house, car, domestic appliances, school education and, above all,
the 'status' of working for a large successful organisation - drives people to submerge their own personalities. The stress
this brings about often leaves them worn
out and, in fact, stripped of their self-esteem and with serious doubts within
themselves about their ability to perform.
It is not easy because there is too much
at stake. On the one hand is the family "Sandhya was delighted ... they would have
a place to live, the kids could continue in
their school" - and on the other, there is a
feeling'of being pushed to the battlefront'.
Whatpricetags do jobs came with?
In the better-established organisations,
this is probably less of a problem because
new people are most often inducted to facilitate change and to bring in a new perspective.They don't necessarily have to establish a corporate presence, build a brand
orbattle with all those things that start-up
organisations need to do. This has a natural
falloutfor the individuals who are hired in a
start-up organisation. They are hired for
their past successes and their specific expertisein a particular field. Needless to say
that their success depends on the success
ofthe organisation, which goes through tumultuous times as different 'experts' bring
theirown perceptions and past experience
to create a tough battlefield for all. He who
shouts the loudest is heard the most, and
most often people like Naresh who try to
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bring in some sanity get shouted down.
Policies, practices and strategic direction are all driven by those who 'got in first'
and newcomers are not heard if they have
divergent views. Few realise that this is the
time for inspirational leadership and a
genuine need to put heads together to see
what needs to be done. Building on synergies is critical and this can be achieved only
if there is a culture oflistening and sharing.
In reality, for an organisation in Denver's
phase of growth, it should not have taken
seven months to get where it wanted to be,
if only there was a way of handling the issues and concerns in the open and in a
professional manner. Denver is merely an
example of a company led by 'dictators' obsessed with their own survival and the
need to succeed. There are too many instances of group ism and boardroom tactics, which leave the individual with a conscience lost and forsaken.
The focus is on perception of winning
and in creating a 'macho' world where only
the brave-hearted and blase win. It is not
considered proper to discuss the reality
and what needs to get done. There is a continuous, almost relentless pressure to deliver results even though it is obvious that
the basics are not in place. The continuous
bickering and daily battles drain people of
their energy, and in some case the 'will to
fight'. That Naresh stuck on it is creditable.
In today's world, there are many others
who fall by the wayside, lost in the stress
that has been created - battle-scarred and
willing to trade off all the 'material benefits'
for a little peace of mind.
I have heard of companies in today's
world which actively build stress at the
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workplace, in the belief that stress creates
a positive energy, and actually drives people to achieve greater heights. Given that
this point of view may hold some relevance, isn't it equally important that there
is a mechanism built in to release pressure
from time to time? A forum perhaps where
individuals can get together and talk
freely, seek ideas and obtain genuine support from within the system to maintain
those high levels of performance? Naresh's
plight is so typical of a number of executives today, caught in a web of definitions
and euphemisms that leaves with two
choices - either they give up and look for
other avenues, or they put a lid on their
sense of right and wrong, and get embroiled in the politics within the organisation determined to win at all costs.
The results of both these choices are
clear - the first leaves the individual without the all-important 'identity'. The answers to questions like who you work for,
how's work, etc., all create their own stress.
How does an individual cope with the lack
of 'employment'? After he resigned from
Lentiz, Naresh's plight would have been
terrible. Though he resigned on a matter of
principle, the pressures of having to provide for the family and the peer pressure in
all probability pushed him to accept the
offer from Denver - even though his instincts would have told him that the going
would be tough.
In the second option, although it does
not appear that Naresh compromised on
any principle on which he functioned; it is
apparent that he had to acquiesce to the
way things were done at Denver. That is
why the stress will remain.
•
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